Let G be a fixed, but arbitrary, locally compact topological group with left Haar measure λ. Write C oo for the family of continuous, complex-valued functions on G with compact support.
Let p be a fixed, but arbitrary, number in [1, oo[ and write || 1f or the norm on the Banach space L p = L P (G, λ) . The group L palgebra L p is the set {/ e L p : g*f e L p for all g e L p } .
A function f e L p is said to be p-tempered and, as shown in [3] , the number (1) ll/ll^supdl^/llpiflreCoollflrllp^l} is finite. Conversely, if ||/||p is finite for some / 6 L p , then-as proved in [3] f Proof. Assume that T Φ 0. Then there exists some h e L ρ such that T(h) Φ 0 and some g e C oo such that g*T{h) Φ 0. Let {h r } be the net in C 00 *C Q0 which appears in (6). It follows from (6) that
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Note that g*h r *h*h r is in L"' for each 7 and so an absurdity. Thus, T = 0. Since % p possesses a left minimal approximate identity, it is clear
By Lemma 1, T = 0: an absurdity.
For each feU p , let Proof. Let Ψ denote the restriction mapping. If Ψ is onto, the open mapping theorem implies that it is a homeomorphism. Now suppose that Ψ is a homeomorphism. Let T be an element of m r (L ρ , HI \\\ p ). In view of Lemma 3, T is completely determined by its restriction to L p \ Thus, T may be identified with a multiplier on {Ψ(W f ): fe Lf], and so with a multiplier on its closure Ψ($l p ) in Ψ{^Jl p ) as well. It follows that T may be identified with a multiplier on 2t p , which, in view of [3] , Theorem 6, may be identified with some Proof. In view of the fact that SK 2 is a C*-algebra, it follows from [5] The Supporting Institutions listed above contribute to the cost of publication of this Journal, but they are not owners or publishers and have no responsibility for its content or policies.
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